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 is dial-up modem and it works do you mean I have to use the terminal to install programs? that's weird can you try to apt-get
update? I can try, hold on so you haven't installed the update gui yet i guess you could do that with the terminal, if you already

have the ubuntu-desktop and xubuntu-desktop installed... I am trying to install the update gui It says 'could not download
package files Did you mean "could not download package files"? yeah, try to update the sources first. apt-get update then try to
install the package again are you sure you have the correct sources? It says I have a pre-exisitng version of ubuntu-desktop ah,

then you need to remove that one first apt-get remove ubuntu-desktop I did the first and second command did you remove
ubuntu-desktop? It says no packages will be removed apt-get update then try to install it again ubuntu-desktop is a meta-

package, so if you remove it, you won't need it anymore I did that, and it failed yeah, but it means that you have the default
ubuntu install, and not the xubuntu one If I remember correctly, I have to edit my sources.list yeah, then open it with gksu gedit

/etc/apt/sources.list and remove all lines which start with "deb cdrom:" i don't think this is the issue, but sometimes it helps
Okay, I did that and it didn't change anything I did sudo apt-get update, and it doesn't work ah, but you removed the lines with

"deb cdrom" 82157476af
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